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Abstract—In this work we study the topic of high-resolution
adaptive sampling of a given deterministic signal and establish
a connection with classic approaches to high-rate quantization.
Specifically, we formulate solutions for the task of optimal high-
resolution sampling, counterparts of well-known results for high-
rate quantization. Our results reveal that the optimal high-
resolution sampling structure is determined by the density of the
signal-gradient energy, just as the probability-density-function
defines the optimal high-rate quantization form. This paper has
three main contributions: the first is establishing a fundamental
paradigm bridging the topics of sampling and quantization. The
second is a theoretical analysis of nonuniform sampling relevant
to the emerging field of high-resolution signal processing. The
third is a new practical approach to nonuniform sampling of
one-dimensional signals that enables reconstruction based only
on the sampling time-points and the signal extrema locations and
values. Experiments for signal sampling and coding showed that
our method outperforms an optimized tree-structured sampling
technique.
Index Terms—High-resolution sampling, adaptive sampling,
high-rate quantization.
I. INTRODUCTION
SAMPLING and quantization are fundamental processesin signal digitization and coding techniques. Each of
them is a field of research rich in theoretical and practical
studies. Quantization addresses the problem of discretizing
a range of values by a mapping function, usually based on
decomposition of the range into a finite set of non-intersecting
regions. Sampling a given signal, defined over a continuous
and bounded domain, is the task of discretizing the signal
representation (for example, representing a finite-length one-
dimensional signal as a vector). In this paper we consider
nonuniform sampling that relies on segmentation of the signal
domain into non-overlapping regions, each represented by a
single scalar coefficient (we do not consider here generalized
sampling that uses projections of the signal onto a discrete set
of orthonormal functions).
The signals considered in this work are deterministic in
the sense that they are fully accessible to the sampler for its
operation – this concept appears differently in the theoretic
and practical frameworks, as explained next. Our main analytic
settings address a given one-dimensional signal defined over
the continuous interval [0, 1), and its representation using
a piecewise-constant approximation that relies on a high-
resolution nonuniform segmentation (see Fig. 1a). Obviously,
in an acquisition process where, by definition, the continuous
signal to-be-sampled is a-priori unknown, one cannot assume
that the signal is readily available over [0, 1). Nevertheless, the
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method we develop based on the ideal settings is effective for
the practical architecture described in Fig. 1b: an unknown
continuous-time signal is first acquired using a very high-
resolution uniform sampling, producing a discrete signal of
NU samples that goes through a resampler re-encoding the
discrete signal using nonuniform segmentation with N < NU
breakpoints. The description produced by the nonuniform
resampler then enables a piecewise-constant approximation
of the sampled discrete signal and also a piecewise-constant
continuous-time approximation of the original signal over
[0, 1).
Historically, the discretizations in quantization and sampling
were first implemented in their simplest forms relying on uni-
form divisions of the respective domains. Then, the quantizer
designs progressed to utilize nonuniform structures, exploiting
input-data statistics to improve rate-distortion performance. In
his fundamental work, Bennett [1] suggested to implement
nonuniform scalar quantization based on a companding model
– where the input value goes through a nonlinear mapping
(compressor), the obtained value being uniformly quantized
and then mapped back via the inverse of the nonlinearity
(expander). Moreover, under high-rate assumptions, Bennett
derived a formula for approximating the quantizer distor-
tion based on the source probability-density-function and
the derivative of the nonlinear compressor function. This
important formula is often referred to as Bennett’s integral.
Bennett’s work was followed by a long line of theoretic and
algorithmic studies of the nonuniform quantization problem.
A prominent branch of research addressed the scenario of
nonuniform quantization at high-rates (for example, see [2],
[3]), where the quantizer has a large number of representation-
values to be wisely located at the quantizer-design stage. The
popularity of high-rate studies is due not only to their relevance
in addressing high-quality coding applications, but also to the
possibility to gain useful theoretical perspectives. Specifically,
reasonable assumptions made for high-rate quantization often
led to convenient closed-form mathematical solutions that, in
turn, provided deep insights into rate-distortion trade-offs.
Sampling has been prevalently studied for the purpose of
acquiring signals based on global or coarse characterizations
such as their bandwidth. The classical uniform sampling
theorems (see a detailed review in [4]) were also extended
to the nonuniform settings where the variable sampling-rate is
adapted to, e.g., the signal’s local-bandwidth estimate [5]–[8].
In [6]–[8], a nonuniform sampling grid was designed by map-
ping the signal’s time axis to expand portions corresponding
to high local-bandwidth at the expense of segments containing
content of lower local-bandwidth. After applying this transfor-
mation, signal acquisition could subsequently be carried out
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Fig. 1. Nonuniform sampling of a deterministic signal. (a) The theoretic framework. (b) The corresponding practical settings.
using uniform sampling. While these works refer to acquiring
signals in real time, we consider sampling of fully-accessible
deterministic signals for representation-oriented tasks such as
compression. Despite the above discussed essential differ-
ence in the sampling and reconstruction procedures, some
results presented in this paper conceptually resemble sampling
methods for acquisition of unknown signals using coordinate
transformation. The results presented here for sampling given
deterministic signals may also be interpreted as complements
to the adaptive sampling paradigms previously proposed for
signal acquisition. In our deterministic settings, the analysis
and sampling-rate design directly rely on properties obtained
from the given signal instead of coarse, local average-based,
spectral characterizations.
Practical signal compression (see, e.g., [9], [10]) usually
considers a digital high-resolution input function that is going
through a nonuniform adaptive partitioning of the domain
followed by a quantization procedure that suits the partition
size and shape. Analytically, the digital input can be regarded
as a signal defined over a continuous domain that needs to
be nonuniformly sampled and quantized. In practical coding
procedures, the nonuniform domain segmentation often relies
on structured partitions of the domain in order to reduce
the bit-cost and computational complexity (examples for the
common use of tree-structured partitioning, e.g., defined based
on binary or quad trees, are available in [10], [11]). This
application is one of the main motivations to the study
of adaptive sampling of deterministic signals. Nevertheless,
we consider here the nonuniform sampling problem in its
most general form in order to provide insights to the basic
sampling problem, that may be useful to problems beyond
compression. For example, adaptive sampling is often used
in computer graphics in the task of Halftoning (e.g., [12],
[13]) and in rendering an image from a 2D/3D-graphical
model, where the nonuniform sampling pattern is described
by point distributions (e.g., [14]–[18]). It should be noted
that the signal processing and computer graphics contexts
of the sampling problem are quite different. Interestingly,
it was suggested in [16] to practically employ the Lloyd
algorithm [19], originally intended for quantizer design, for
improving the sampling point distribution. Recent studies
[17], [18] extended the point-distribution computation to rely
on kernel functions, so that the resulting task resembles a
generalized signal-sampling procedure. While the conceptual
relation between vector-quantization and data-representation
has been understood and used in graphics applications, we
argue that a clear mathematical analysis that demonstrates the
connection between quantization and high-resolution signal-
sampling has not been provided yet.
Some recent papers [20]–[22] explore the sampling task
from a stochastic, information theoretic rate-distortion tradeoff
perspective, considering lossy compression of the sampled
values. Their focus is on uniform [20], [22] and nonuniform
[21] sampling where the sampling design is based on spec-
tral characteristics of stationary signals. Another interesting
direction of nonuniform sampling was explored in [23], [24]
where the sampling intervals are recursively determined based
on previously recorded data. This process does not require
the coding of the sampling intervals. The sampling design
in [23], [24] is based on either the local properties of the
stochastic process whose realizations are sampled, or the local
behavior of deterministic signals exhibited in their Taylor
expansion. Another attractive nonuniform sampling approach
was introduced lately in [25], defining the samples based
on the crossings of uniformly-spaced signal-amplitude levels
thereby enabling a signal representation using only the sam-
pling time points. This remarkable general idea of describing
nonuniformly sampled data by the time-points also appears in
our practical sampling method, however, our high-resolution
case leads to significant conceptual differences with respect to
[25], as will be explained later in this paper.
In this paper we theoretically and practically explore the
task of high-resolution adaptive sampling of a given deter-
ministic signal. The sampling analysis provided emerges from
ideas similar to the ones that were applied to the study
of high-rate quantization [26], thereby linking sampling and
quantization in a new and enlightening way. We analyti-
cally formulate the optimal high-resolution sampling of one-
3dimensional signals, based on the Mean-Squared-Error (MSE)
criterion, showing that the optimal partitioning is determined
by the cube-root of the signal-derivative energy. This result
corresponds to the work by Panter and Dite [2], where the
optimal one-dimensional quantizer is designed based on the
cube-root of the probability-density-function. We also connect
this result to the fundamental analysis given by Bennett [1]
for high-rate nonuniform quantization based on companding.
We rely on our analytical findings to establish a practical
sampling method for one-dimensional signals, and show its
effectiveness for coding of analytic and audio signals. The
fact that the proposed sampling is based on an arbitrary
segmentation of the time axis may be suspected to lead to
an inevitably high representation cost. However, we utilize
the underlying properties of our optimized nonuniform parti-
tioning where, by our companding-based construction, all the
segments have an equal accumulated amount of the cube-root
of the signal-derivative energy. The latter means that given
a segment length, assuming the signal is monotonic within
the segment, we can infer the local average-derivative of the
signal. We present a procedure for sampling non-monotonic
signals coupled with a sequential reconstruction process re-
quiring only the sampling times, the signal extrema times and
amplitudes, and few additional global details having a marginal
cost. Experiments showed that our strategy outperforms an
optimized adaptive tree-based sampling technique.
We continue our theoretical study by addressing the problem
of sampling K-dimensional signals. We show that the optimal
sampling-point density is determined by the density of the
K
K+2 -power of the signal-gradient energy, a generalization
of the one-dimensional result. We obtain this result based
on assumptions that parallel a famous conjecture given by
Gersho [3] in his analysis of high-rate quantization. Ger-
sho’s conjecture states that, for asymptotically high rate, the
optimal K-dimensional quantizer is formed by regions that
are approximately congruent and scaled versions of a K-
dimensional convex polytope that optimally tessellates the K-
dimensional space (where the polytope optimality is in the
sense of minimum normalized moment of inertia [3]). The
latter holds for a given K only if the optimal tessellation of
the K-dimensional space is a lattice, and therefore constructed
based on a single optimal polytope. This assumption signif-
icantly simplifies the explicit calculation of the quantizer’s
distortion. This conjecture draws its credibility from two
prominent sources. First, it is known that the best tessellation
is a lattice for K = 1 (based on equal-sized intervals) and for
K = 2 (based on the hexagon shape [27]). While not proven
yet for K = 3, it is also believed that the optimal three-
dimensional tessellation is the body-centered cubic lattice [28],
[29]. Second, Gersho’s distortion formula conforms to the
structure of the expression rigorously obtained by Zador [30].
Moreover, Gersho’s conjecture determines the value of the
multiplicative-constant (left unspecified) in Zador’s formula.
Hence, the possible inaccuracy in Gersho’s conjecture will
affect only the multiplicative constant, and the deviation is
assumed to be moderate [26]. Due to this, the conjecture,
still unproved for K ≥ 3, is widely considered as a valuable
tool for analysis of high-rate quantization (see the thorough
discussion in [26]).
The analysis provided in this paper to high-resolution mul-
tidimensional sampling is based on two main assumptions.
First, the signal is assumed to be approximately linear within
each of the sampling regions. Second, sampling regions are
assumed to be approximately congruent and scaled forms of
the optimal K-dimensional tessellating convex polytope – just
as in Gersho’s conjecture for high-rate quantization. These
high-resolution assumptions yield our main result that the
optimal sampling-point density is determined by the density of
the KK+2 -power of the signal-gradient energy. We emphasize
the importance of the signal’s local-linearity assumption as
a prerequisite stage that mathematically connects the signal-
sampling problem to the conjecture on the high-resolution cell
arrangement.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II we math-
ematically analyze the optimal sampling of one-dimensional
signals, and demonstrate it numerically. In section III we
present a practical sampling method, relying on our theoretic
results, and experimentally exhibit its utilization for signal
compression. In section IV we generalize our study by theo-
retically addressing the optimal sampling of multidimensional
signals. Section V concludes this paper.
II. ANALYSIS FOR ONE-DIMENSIONAL SIGNALS
A. Optimal High-Resolution Sampling
Let us consider a one-dimensional signal ϕ (t) defined as a
differentiable function
ϕ : [0, 1)→ [ϕL, ϕH ] , (1)
defined for t in the interval [0, 1) and having values from
a bounded range [ϕL, ϕH ]. This signal is sampled based
on its partition to N ∈ N non-overlapping variable-length
segments, where the ith subinterval [ai−1, ai) is associated
with the sample ϕi for i = 1, ..., N . We assume a segmentation
structure satisfying a0 = 0, aN = 1, and ai−1 < ai for
i = 1, ..., N . The sampling procedure is coupled with a
reconstruction that provides the continuous-time piecewise-
constant signal
ϕˆ (t) = ϕi for t ∈ [ai−1, ai) . (2)
The sampling is optimized to minimize the mean-squared-error
(MSE), expressed as
MSE
(
{ai}N−1i=1 , {ϕi}Ni=1
)
=
N∑
i=1
ai∫
ai−1
(ϕ (t)− ϕi)2dt
(3)
exhibiting the roles of the signal partitioning and sample
values. Note that in (3), as also in this entire section, averaging
over the unit-interval length is implicit.
Optimizing the sampling coefficients, {ϕi}Ni=1, given a par-
titioning {ai}Ni=0 is a convex problem that can be analytically
solved to show that the optimal ith sample is the signal average
over the corresponding subinterval, namely,
ϕopti =
1
∆i
ai∫
ai−1
ϕ (t) dt (4)
4where ∆i , ai − ai−1 is the length of the ith subinterval.
We continue the analysis by assuming high-rate sampling,
meaning that N is large enough to result in small sampling-
intervals that, however, may still have different lengths. Fur-
thermore, the sampling intervals are assumed to be sufficiently
small such that, within each of them, the signal is well approx-
imated via a local linear form – an argument that is analyzed
next. Accordingly, for t ∈ [ai−1, ai) (i = 1, ..., N ), we con-
sider the first-order Taylor approximation of the signal about
the center of the ith sampling interval, ti , 12 (ai−1 + ai),
ϕ(t) = ϕ (ti) + ϕ
′ (ti) · (t− ti) + o (|t− ti|) (5)
where the remainder term o (|t− ti|) corresponds to our high-
resolution assumption in describing the approximation error
for t→ ti.
Using the linear approximation, and by (4), the optimal
sample in the ith subinterval is given by
ϕopti = ϕ (ti) + o (∆i) (6)
due to the fact that the average of a linear function over an
interval is its value at the interval’s center. The term o (∆i)
describes the error in the sample value due to the linear
approximation. The size of the error term as ∆i → 0 is
provided in Appendix A and relies on assuming that the second
derivative of the signal exists and bounded over the sampling
interval. Then, the MSE of the ith subinterval is expressed as
MSEi (ai−1, ai) =
1
∆i
ai∫
ai−1
(
ϕ (t)− ϕopti
)2
dt (7)
=
1
12
(ϕ′ (ti))
2
∆2i + o
(
∆2i
)
(8)
revealing the effect of signal-derivative energy on the sampling
MSE. The derivation of (8) is detailed in Appendix A.
Returning to the total sampling MSE, corresponding to opti-
mal coefficients, and relying on its relation to the subintervals
MSE yields (recall the implicit normalization to unit-interval
length)
MSE
(
{ai}N−1i=1
)
=
N∑
i=1
∆iMSEi (ai−1, ai)
=
1
12
N∑
i=1
(ϕ′ (ti))
2
∆3i + o
(
∆3max
)
(9)
where ∆max , max{∆1, ...,∆N} is the largest subinterval.
Accordingly, the inaccuracies in evaluating the MSE using the
signal linearity assumption are of size o
(
∆3max
)
.
Let us connect our discussion to the classical approach
of studying high-rate quantization based on the reproduction-
value density function (see examples in [3], [19], [26], [31]).
Following our scenario of high-resolution sampling we assume
that the sampling-point layout can be described via a sampling-
point density function, λ (t), such that a small interval of
length ∆¯ around t¯ approximately contains ∆¯ · λ (t¯) sampling
points. Moreover, the sampling-point density is related to the
sampling intervals via
λ (t) ≈ 1
N ·∆i , for t ∈ [ai−1, ai) . (10)
As we consider arbitrarily large values of N , the density λ (t)
is assumed to be a smooth function.
Then, plugging the relation ∆i ≈ 1/ (N · λ (ti)) into the
sampling-error expression (9), in addition to approximating
the sum as an integral and omitting the explicit inaccuracy
term, yields
MSE (λ) ≈ 1
12N2
1∫
0
(ϕ′ (t))2
λ2(t)
dt. (11)
Here the sampling structure and the resulting MSE are de-
termined by the sampling-point density λ(t). The last MSE
expression can be interpreted as the sampling equivalent of
Bennett’s integral for nonuniform quantization [1]. Commonly,
the expression form in (11) is minimized via Ho¨lder’s inequal-
ity (see examples in [3], [26], [31]). For our problem, see
details in Appendix B, we have the optimal sampling-point
density given by
λopt (t) =
3
√
(ϕ′ (t))2
1∫
0
3
√
(ϕ′ (z))2dz
, (12)
and the optimal sampling MSE is
MSE
(
λopt
) ≈ 1
12N2
 1∫
0
3
√
(ϕ′ (t))2dt
3 . (13)
The error expression in (13) is a product composed of two
parts: sampling error for a simple linear signal (with a unit
slope), and a term expressing the nonlinearity of the given
signal based on its derivative energy. Moreover, Ho¨lder’s
inequality also shows that (13) is the global minimum. The
MSE expression in (13) is the sampling counterpart of the fa-
mous Panter-Dite formula for high-rate quantization MSE [2].
Evidently, while the quantization derivations were determined
by the probability-density-function of the source, the sampling
analysis provided here depends on the signal-derivative energy.
Using the sampling-point density, λ(t), we can implement
our nonuniform sampling via the companding design. Com-
panding [1] is a widely-known technique for implementing
nonuniform quantization based on a uniform quantizer. This
is achieved by applying a nonlinear compressor function on the
input value, then applying uniform quantization and mapping
the result back via an expander function (the inverse of the
compressor). Since in sampling we address the problem of
discretizing the signal domain, the corresponding compressor
and expander functions operate on the signal domain (i.e., as
a nonlinear scaling of the time axis). The optimal compressor
function is defined based on the optimal density (12) as
u (t) =
t∫
0
λopt(z)dz =
t∫
0
3
√
(ϕ′ (z))2dz
1∫
0
3
√
(ϕ′ (z))2dz
. (14)
5The corresponding expander, v (τ), is the inverse function of
the compressor, hence, it can be defined via the relation
v(τ)∫
0
λopt(z)dz = τ. (15)
The last equation has a unique solution for strictly monotonic
signals where the signal-derivative energy is positive over
the entire domain, leading to a strictly-monotonic increasing
compressor function (14) that is invertible and, thus, defines
the expander function. Two suggestions for the treatment of
non-monotonic signals will be described next.
1) Using a Strictly-Positive Extension of the Signal’s
Derivative-Energy:
Consider the expander function in (15) to construct the bound-
aries of the nonuniform segmentation of [0, 1) via
aopti = v
(
i
N
)
, i = 1, ..., N, (16)
i.e., evaluating the inverse of the compressor function at N
equally-spaced points. However, for non-monotonic signals
(that also may have constant-valued segments), it is likely to
need expander values at points where the compressor function
is not invertible – an issue that can be solved as follows. Since
the problem occurs where the signal derivative is zero, we
define the following extension of the derivative energy:
g2ε (t) =
{
(ϕ′ (t))2 for (ϕ′ (t))2 > ε
ε otherwise
(17)
where ε > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant. The correspond-
ing extension of the optimal sampling-point density (12) is
λoptε (t) =
3
√
g2ε (t)
1∫
0
3
√
g2ε (z)dz
(18)
Accordingly, the density λoptε (t) enables treatment of non-
monotonic signals, while closely approximating the density
λopt(t) in (12). Replacing λopt(t) with λoptε (t) in (14)-(15)
provides a practically useful compressor-expander pair, in the
sense that the compressor function is invertible everywhere in
the domain, assuring the computations in (16).
2) Sequential Solution via Integration Thresholds:
Eq. (15) defines the segment level aopti (i = 1, ..., N ) as
aopti∫
0
λopt (z)dz =
i
N
(19)
implying that aopti can be evaluated given the former parti-
tioning level aopti−1 via
aopti∫
aopti−1
3
√
(ϕ′ (t))2dt =
1
N
1∫
0
3
√
(ϕ′ (z))2dz (20)
i.e., we just need to continuously integrate 3
√
(ϕ′ (t))2 starting
at t = aopti−1 until we reach the threshold level defined by the
right side of the last equation. Then, the time of achieving the
threshold level defines aopti . Since a partitioning level is placed
at the (first) time the threshold level is obtained, intervals
of zero signal derivative-energy do not cause ambiguity in
segmentation definitions. Importantly, one should note that the
(optimal) threshold, defined according to Eq. (20) as
Topt =
1
N
1∫
0
3
√
(ϕ′ (z))2dz, (21)
requires knowing the signal derivative over the entire [0, 1)
interval. Note however that the segmentation levels are here
well-defined for any given nonzero signal.
B. The Sampling-Quantization Duality at High Resolution
The above developments for optimal high-resolution sam-
pling show a clear correspondence to well-known results
from high-rate quantization studies. The connection between
sampling and quantization, in the high-resolution settings,
emerges from local linear approximation of the signal within
each of the sampling intervals, implying a constant signal-
derivative within each interval. This mirrors the assumption
of locally constant probability density in the high-rate quanti-
zation problem. In turn, our construction yields an optimal
sampling procedure determined by the signal’s derivative-
energy density. Specifically, the MSE forms in (11) and (13)
and the corresponding companding approach are as in the
classical high-rate quantization results, however, here they
correspond to the signal’s derivative-energy density instead of
the probability density function of a source to be quantized.
In the sequel, let us consider the scalar quantizer design
for a random variable X , defined by the probability density
function pX (x) that may be positive only for x ∈ [xL, xH).
Then, recall Bennett’s integral [1] for the MSE of high-rate
quantization using N reproduction values:
MSEQ (λQ; pX) ≈ 1
12N2
xH∫
xL
pX (x)
λ2Q(x)
dx (22)
where, as interpreted in [19], λQ (x) is the reproduction-point
density that defines the quantizer structure to optimize, and
pX (x) is the given input probability density function.
In this subsection we distinguish between optimizations
originating in sampling and quantization procedures by the
following notations: the quantizer design procedure addresses
Bennett’s integral (22) to minimize the quantization distortion,
MSEQ, as a function of the reproduction-point density λQ.
Similarly, the sampling procedure considers the sampling
counterpart of Bennett’s integral presented in (11), that using
this subsection’s notations is formulated as
MSES (λS ;ϕ) ≈ 1
12N2
1∫
0
(ϕ′ (t))2
λ2S(t)
dt, (23)
where MSES , the distortion of sampling the signal ϕ(t), is
to be minimized by optimizing the sampling-point density λS .
61) Optimal Sampling via Optimal Quantizer Design:
For a given differentiable signal, ϕ (t) defined for t ∈ [0, 1),
we can define a probability density function, pϕ(x), defined
for x ∈ [0, 1) via
pϕ(x) =
(ϕ′ (x))2
1∫
0
(ϕ′ (z))2 dz
, (24)
i.e., the probability density is the signal’s local squared-
derivative normalized by the total derivative energy. Evidently,
pϕ(x) is non-negative valued and integrates to one, hence, it
is a valid probability density function.
Bennett’s integral for high-rate quantization of a source dis-
tributed according to pϕ is obtained by plugging the definition
of pϕ(x) from (24) into (22), resulting in
MSEQ (λQ; pϕ) ≈ 1
12N2Eϕ′
1∫
0
(ϕ′ (x))2
λ2Q(x)
dx. (25)
where λQ (·) is the reproduction-point density defining the
high-rate quantizer structure, and the total derivative-energy
of the signal is denoted here as
Eϕ′ ,
1∫
0
(ϕ′ (z))2 dz. (26)
Then, the high-resolution sampling MSE, MSES , formulated
in (23) is related to the high-rate quantization MSE in (25)
via
MSEQ (λQ; pϕ) ≈ 1Eϕ′MSES (λQ;ϕ) , (27)
i.e., the MSE of quantizing a source defined by pϕ using
a quantizer structured according to the partitioning induced
from λQ is equivalent, up to a normalization in the total
derivative-energy of the signal, to the MSE of sampling the
signal ϕ (t) according to the segmentation defined by λQ.
The MSE relation (27) shows that the optimal λQ for the
above quantization problem, is also optimal for sampling of
the signal ϕ (t). Indeed, Bennett’s integral for quantization of
pϕ(x) is minimized for λQ formulated exactly as the optimal
sampling-point density in (12).
2) Optimal Quantizer Design via Optimal Sampling:
Given a random variable X corresponding to the probability
density function pX(x) defined for x ∈ [xL, xH), we can
construct a signal ϕX (t) defined for t ∈ [0, 1) via
ϕX (t) =
1
xH − xL
xL+t·(xH−xL)∫
xL
√
pX(x)dx. (28)
We take the positive square-root of pX(x), hence, the signal
ϕX (t) is monotonically non-decreasing. The derivative of
ϕX (t) (with respect to t) is
ϕ′X (t) =
√
pX
(
xL + t · (xH − xL)
)
. (29)
Then, according to (23), the sampling MSE of ϕX (t) for a
sampling-point density λS is
MSES (λS ;ϕX) ≈ 1
12N2
1∫
0
(ϕ′X (t))
2
λ2S(t)
dt (30)
that here equals to
MSES (λS ;ϕX) ≈ 1
12N2
1∫
0
pX
(
xL + t · (xH − xL)
)
λ2S(t)
dt.
(31)
By changing the integration variable to x = xL+t·(xH − xL)
we get
MSES (λS ;ϕX) ≈ 1
12N2 (xH − xL)
xH∫
xL
pX (x)
λ2S(
x−xL
xH−xL )
dx.
(32)
By referring to (22), the last form shows the following relation
between the sampling MSE and the quantization MSE
MSES (λS ;ϕX) ≈ 1
(xH − xL)MSEQ (λQ; pX) (33)
where, for x ∈ [xL, xH),
λQ (x) = λS
(
x− xL
xH − xL
)
. (34)
The last result means that for a random variable X , with a
given probability density function pX(x), one can design the
optimal high-rate quantizer by considering the high-resolution
sampling problem of the signal ϕX (t) defined in (28). Equa-
tions (33)-(34) show that the MSEs of the two procedures
are equal up to a normalization by the width of the value-
range of X , and a linear transformation of the coordinates of
the partitioning structure (see Eq. (34)). Hence, implementing
the optimal sampling-point density (12) for the signal ϕX (t),
together with the appropriate linear-transformation of the
coordinates, provides the structure that minimizes the high-
rate quantization MSE for pX (x).
C. Numerical Demonstrations
We now turn to study our theoretical results by applying
them for analytic signals.
1) Exponential Signals: We consider an exponential signal
of the form
ϕ(t) = eαt , t ∈ [0, 1) (35)
where α > 0 is a real-valued parameter determining the grow-
ing rate (see examples in Fig. 2a). The signal-derivative energy
is expressed as (ϕ′(t))2 = α2e2αt, which is positive valued
for t ∈ [0, 1) (Fig. 2b). Therefore, the optimal sampling-point
density for this monotonic signal is expressed as
λopt (t) =
2α
3
· e
2
3αt
e
2
3α − 1 (36)
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Fig. 2. Demonstration for an exponential signal ϕ(t) = exp(αt) for α > 0. (a) The exponential signal for several α values. (b) The signal-derivative energy
for several α values. In (c)-(d), theoretical reconstruction-MSE obtained via nonuniform and uniform sampling procedures are compared. (c) evaluated for
various α values and N = 50. (d) evaluated for a range of sampling resolutions (N ) and α = 3.
Plugging (36) into (15) defines the optimal expander, v (τ),
via
e
2
3αv(τ) − 1
e
2
3α − 1 = τ (37)
that yields
v (τ) =
3
2α
log
((
e
2
3α − 1
)
· τ + 1
)
, (38)
and the corresponding optimal nonuniform partitioning is
determined via (16) as
aopti =
3
2α
log
((
e
2
3α − 1
)
· i
N
+ 1
)
, i = 1, ..., N.(39)
The MSE corresponding to the optimal nonuniform sampling
is calculated using (13) and expressed as
MSE
({
aopti
}N−1
i=1
)
=
9
32αN2
(
e
2
3α − 1
)3
. (40)
We evaluate the gain of our approach with respect to the uni-
form sampling. (for i = 1, ..., N ). The MSE of uniform high-
resolution sampling is calculated by setting auniformi =
i
N in
the MSE expression in (9), yielding
MSE
({
auniformi
}N−1
i=1
)
=
α
24N2
(
e2α − 1) . (41)
The MSE of the two sampling methods are compared in
Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d for various exponential signals (via the
α parameter) and sampling resolutions (the parameter N ),
respectively. Note that the MSE values are normalized by the
signal energy, here expressed as
1∫
t=0
ϕ2(t) = 12α
(
e2α − 1).
Figure 3 presents an example for the compressor function
and the corresponding nonuniform sampling of an exponential
signal.
2) Cosine Signal: Let us demonstrate our approach for a
non-monotonic signal of the form:
ϕ(t) = cos (2piαt) , t ∈ [0, 1) (42)
where α > 0 is an integer determining the number of periods
contained in the [0, 1) interval (see example for α = 5 in Fig.
4a). The derivative energy of the cosine signal in (42) is
(ϕ′(t))2 = 4pi2α2 sin2 (2piαt) , t ∈ [0, 1). (43)
As demonstrated in Fig. 4b, the signal-derivative energy is
zero only at the points t = j2α for j = 0, 1, ..., 2α − 1.
(a) Compressor Curve
(b) Nonuniform Sampling
Fig. 3. Optimal nonuniform sampling (N = 50) of an exponential signal
ϕ(t) = exp(3t). (a) the mapping between uniform to nonuniform sampling-
spacing. (b) shows the original signal (magenta), the reconstructed signal from
nonuniform sampling (blue), and the partitioning to sampling intervals (red).
The compressor function does not lend itself here to a simple
analytic form, nevertheless, it can be constructed numerically
via its definition as a cumulative-density-function (see Eq.
(14)) providing the compressor curve in Fig. 4c. The 2α points
of zero signal-derivative energy are not a real obstacle in
our numerical construction and, anyway, their corresponding
values can be replaced by an arbitrarily small ε value1 as sug-
gested above. The expander function is numerically formed as
the inverse of the compressor curve. The resulting nonuniform
1In the numerical demonstrations provided here we set the value of ε to
the smallest positive floating-point value available in Matlab via the command
eps, which returns the value 2−52.
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Fig. 4. Demonstration for a cosine signal ϕ(t) = cos(10pit). (a) The signal. (b) The signal-derivative energy. (c) The optimal compressor curve. (d) Optimal
nonuniform sampling using N = 100 samples (the partitioning of the signal domain is in red).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 5. Demonstration for a chirp signal ϕ(t) = cos (2pit (1 + 5t)). (a) The signal. (b) The signal-derivative energy. (c) The optimal compressor curve. (d)
Optimal nonuniform sampling using N = 100 samples (the partitioning of the signal domain is in red).
sampling structure (Fig. 4d) shows its adaptation to the local
signal derivative and to the periodic nature of the signal.
3) Chirp Signal: The cosine signal in (42) can be extended
to the following chirp signal with a linearly increasing fre-
quency:
ϕ(t) = cos (2pit (1 + αt)) , t ∈ [0, 1). (44)
Here the α > 0 parameter determines the linear growth-rate
of the frequency (Fig. 5a exemplifies this for α = 5). The
signal-derivative energy of the chirp (44) is
(ϕ′(t))2 = 4pi2 (1 + 2αt)2 sin2 (2pit (1 + αt)) , t ∈ [0, 1).
(45)
The nonuniform sampling of the chirp is demonstrated in
Fig. 5d. Comparison between the nonuniform sampling of the
cosine signal (Fig. 4) and the chirp signal (Fig. 5) reveals the
influence of the varying frequency embodied in the chirp.
D. Experimental Evaluation of Nonuniform Segmentations
In this section we present experimental evaluations of the
procedure proposed in section II for nonuniform sampling of
one-dimensional signals.
The proposed sampling method is compared to two
other sampling approaches. The first is the trivial, however
commonly-used, uniform sampling, where the signal domain is
partitioned into equal-size sampling-intervals. Specifically, for
a budget of N samples the signal domain [0, 1) is segmented
according to ai = iN for i = 0, 1, ..., N . The samples are
determined as the averages of the corresponding sampling
intervals. The second competing method is a nonuniform
sampling based on a binary-tree structure that is adapted to the
(a) Cosine Signal (b) Chirp Signal
Fig. 6. Performance comparison of the proposed sampling method, the
uniform sampling approach, and the optimized tree-structured sampling. The
curves present the sampling MSE obtained for various sample budgets.
signal via a Lagrange optimization, as presented in Appendix
C.
We examined sampling of several signals defined ana-
lytically. A grid of Lagrange multiplier values was set for
the tree-structured Lagrange optimization (see Appendix C),
this determined the number of samples to consider2. First,
the sampling of the cosine signal ϕ (t) = 255 · cos (10pit)
was examined, and showed that our method consistently
outperforms the uniform and the tree-structured techniques for
various amounts of samples (Fig. 6a). These observations were
further established by examining sampling of the chirp signal,
ϕ (t) = 255 · cos (2pit (1 + 5t)) (Fig. 6b).
2Note that the proposed method and the uniform sampling do not rely
on a Lagrange multiplier and operate directly based on a given number of
samples, however, we defined the examined sample budgets based on the
Lagrange multiplier grid of the tree-structured sampling in order to maintain
an accurate comparison between all the sampling methods.
9III. PRACTICAL SAMPLING METHOD FOR
ONE-DIMENSIONAL SIGNALS
In the former section we analytically studied the nonuniform
sampling problem and formulated the corresponding optimal
high-resolution segmentation. In this section we exhibit how
the optimal nonuniform sampling design established above
for continuous-time signals can be practically employed for
nonuniform resampling of given discrete-time signals acquired
via very high-resolution uniform sampling. Note that we refer
to the practical resampling process using the term sampling,
as it is indeed a sampling of a discrete signal that was already
acquired in an initial high-resolution and uniformly sampled
form.
Another issue of practical concern is that our unstructured
partitioning of the time domain [0, 1) using the time-points{
aopt0 = 0, a
opt
1 , ..., a
opt
N−1, a
opt
N = 1
}
means that a naive im-
plementation will require the N − 1 time points {aopti }N−1i=1
together with the N representation values
{
ϕopti
}N
i=1
. This
description cost of 2N − 1 real values implies that a direct
realization of the guidelines presented in Section II will result
in an inefficient sampling process in terms of the performance
measured by reconstruction error at a given representation
cost.
In this section we propose sampling and reconstruction
procedures that employ the optimal segmentation found in
Section II while requiring a significantly lower description cost
than the naive approach. We show that a good approximation
of the optimal reconstruction is possible by using only the
segmentation time points, the signal extrema times and am-
plitude values, and some additional general properties of the
signal. We also present experiments for compression of one-
dimensional signals, showing that our approach outperforms
the alternative of using an optimized adaptive tree-based
segmentation.
A. Practical Use of the Analytic Framework via Numerical
Discretization
The practical utilization of the proposed approach considers
the nonuniform resampling system depicted in Fig. 1b. An
unknown continuous-time signal ϕ (t), defined for t ∈ [0, 1),
is uniformly sampled into a densely discrete representation
using the NU samples
{
ϕ
(
i
NU
)}i=NU−1
i=0
that correspond to
the fixed sampling interval of ∆U = 1NU . Then, this sequence
of uniformly sampled values is resampled based on its nonuni-
form segmentation into N sub-sequences, each represented
using a single sample that is later used for a piecewise-constant
reconstruction of the signal. This resampling process is the
discrete counterpart of the continuous-time problem studied
in the previous section. Indeed, one can show that the optimal
value representing a sub-sequence is its average value (here
discretely computed via summation), just as the principle out-
lined in (4) for the continuous-time case. Moreover, we argue
that the sampling framework developed in Section II for the
continuous-time settings can be practically employed, based on
numerical discretizations, for an efficient resampling of inputs
corresponding to a high-resolution discrete-time uniform grid.
This signal-processing concept of discrete implementation of
ideas developed in a continuous-time framework is common,
for example, in the well-established total-variation approach
(see, e.g., [32]). Specifically, here we numerically approximate
derivations and integrations using normalized-differences and
summations. The reader should bear in mind the straightfor-
ward numerical discretizations needed in practice. However,
for ease of presentation and connectivity to Section II, we
present here our approach using continuous-time notions.
B. Inferring Samples from a Given Optimal High-Resolution
Segmentation
The efficient utilization of the proposed optimal segmenta-
tion emerges from the following property and its implications.
Notice that by Eq. (20) we can state that all the segments in the
optimal partitioning contain an equal amount of the cube-root
of the signal-derivative energy, this quantity is also defined
in (21) as the threshold Topt determining the segment lengths
for the given signal and sample budget. Accordingly, we can
merge (20)-(21) into the equation
aopti∫
aopti−1
3
√
(ϕ′ (t))2dt = Topt (46)
obeyed for any segment
[
aopti−1, a
opt
i
)
for i = 1, ..., N . Recall
that by our high-resolution assumption (presented in Eq. (5))
the sampling intervals are small enough such that the signal is
well-approximated using a linear form, meaning also that the
derivative is constant within each segment, i.e.,
ϕ′ (t) = ϕ′ (ti) , for t ∈
[
aopti−1, a
opt
i
)
(47)
where ti is the center of the respective segment. Setting (47)
in (46) gives
∆opti
3
√
(ϕ′ (ti))
2
= Topt (48)
where ∆opti = a
opt
i − aopti−1 is the interval length.
Assume one knows the threshold Topt, the segment defining
times aopti−1 and a
opt
i , and whether the signal is monotonically
increasing or decreasing in the considered interval (recall that
by the high-resolution assumption the signal is locally linear
and, thus, monotonic). Then, the relation (48) can be utilized
for computing the local signal-derivative via
ϕ′ (ti) = s ·
√(
Topt
∆opti
)3
(49)
where s reflects the signal monotonicity in the segment by
setting the derivative sign: if the signal is locally monotonic-
decreasing then s = −1, otherwise s = 1.
Now, further assume that an estimate of the signal value at
the beginning of the segment, ϕest (ai−1) ≈ ϕ (ai−1), is also
known. Hence, using the local-derivative obtained from (49),
we can form a linear estimate of the signal in the segment as
ϕest(t) = ϕest (ai−1) + ϕ′ (ti) · (t− ai−1) . (50)
Consequently, using (50) we can approximate the signal value
at the segment center ϕest(ti), that is also the estimate of
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the interval’s average signal-value and, in our high-resolution
case, is also the optimal sample ϕopti ≈ ϕest(ti) as appear in
(6).
The developments above imply that a monotonic signal
can be reconstructed using only the segmentation time points,
the signal value at t = 0, the monotonicity type (increasing
or decreasing), and the threshold value Topt. The process
sequentially reconstructs the intervals by their order, for each
interval the linear estimate (50) is formed and used for two
purposes: first, evaluating the optimal sample ϕopti for the
piecewise-constant approximation; and second, computing the
signal value ϕ(ai) for utilization in the reconstruction of the
next segment, where it is the starting signal value. Since
our goal is sampling of arbitrary non-monotonic signals, we
present in the next subsection the required generalization of
the above procedure.
C. Sampling Method for Non-Monotonic Signals
The previous subsection motivates us to design a recon-
struction procedure that sequentially goes over the segments
and processes each based on three steps: inferring the lo-
cal signal-derivative from the segment length, estimating the
original signal segment using a linear model relying on the
local derivative, and utilizing this estimate to approximate the
optimal sample via averaging. Using the local derivative for
estimating the original signal segment requires knowing the
local monotonicity of the signal, e.g., for setting the derivative
sign in (49). Commonly, the signal monotonicity changes in a
finite number of signal extrema, located within segments set
by the companding-based approach of Section II. Obviously,
a segment containing one or more extrema cannot be well
approximated using a linear form. Such an inadequate approx-
imation of a segment may significantly affect the following
intervals estimates due to the sequential dependency in the
segment reconstructions. We address this issue as explained
next.
Consider a signal with J extrema, occurring in times
{xj}Jj=1 and having the corresponding signal values{
ϕxj
}J
j=1
. We argue that in our high-resolution settings the
number of samples is much larger than the number of extrema.
Accordingly, we suggest to include the extrema times and
amplitude values in the coded description produced by the
sampler. Then, the reconstruction process can easily track the
local monotonicity of the signal and also to better approximate
the segments containing extrema, as will be explained next.
The proposed reconstruction process gets the following data
from the sampler: the N − 1 segmentation times {aopti }N−1i=1 ,
the J extrema descriptions
{
xj , ϕxj
}J
j=1
, the signal value
at t = 0, the initial monotonicity of the signal (i.e., s1),
and the threshold value Topt. This yields a total description
cost of N + 2J + 2 real values (in subsection ?? we will
consider the task of compression, where the representation
cost is expressed in bits). The suggested reconstruction is done
via a sequential procedure reconstructing the segments. The
reconstruction of a segment depends on whether it includes
one or more of the (known) signal extrema: A segment with
no extrema will be reconstructed as described in subsection
III-B using the derivative computation (49) and the linear
estimate (50) that determines the sample for the piecewise-
constant approximation; otherwise, the segment reconstruction
will rely on the developments presented next.
Let us consider the reconstruction of a segment [ai−1, ai)
that contains a single extremum of value ϕxj at t = xj .
We suggest to process such a segment based on its two sub-
intervals: [ai−1, xj) and [xj , ai) where in each the signal is
clearly monotonic of an opposing type. The segment infor-
mation given to the reconstruction process allows forming a
quadratic estimate for each of the sub-intervals. We will use
this nonlinear estimate for our original purpose of reconstruct-
ing the sample used in the piecewise-constant approximation,
and also for approximating the signal value at t = ai to be
used in the next segment reconstruction.
We start with the sub-interval [ai−1, xj), where the signal
is to be estimated using the quadratic form of
ϕest(t) = θ2t
2 + θ1t+ θ0 , for t ∈ [ai−1, xj ] (51)
where θ0, θ1, and θ2 are real-valued parameters, determined
using the following set of three linear equations. Note that the
validity of (51) at t = xj is for assuring the continuity of
ϕest(t) in the sub-interval transition. As for all segments, we
have an estimate to the signal value at the interval start and,
by (51), we can write the corresponding demand as
θ2a
2
i−1 + θ1ai−1 + θ0 = ϕest (ai−1) . (52)
We also have the minimum/maximum value of ϕxj at t = xj ,
implying that the estimate (51) value at t = xj should obey
θ2x
2
j + θ1xj + θ0 = ϕxj , (53)
and that the derivative of the estimate (51) at t = xj is zero,
i.e.,
2θ2xj + θ1 = 0. (54)
The solution of the linear equation set (52)-(54) provides the
parameter values for the sub-interval estimate form in (51).
We continue with estimating the signal in the second sub-
interval [xj , ai), where the computation differs from the one of
the former sub-interval. Again, we consider a quadratic signal
estimate, formulated here as
ϕest(t) = ρ2t
2 + ρ1t+ ρ0 , for t ∈ [xj , ai) (55)
where ρ0, ρ1, and ρ2 are real-valued parameters, determined
using the following set of three equations (here the third
equation will be nonlinear). The first two equations demand
that the estimate (55) will be equal to the extremal value at
t = xj , namely,
ρ2x
2
j + ρ1xj + ρ0 = ϕxj , (56)
and that the estimate derivative at t = xj will satisfy
2ρ2xj + ρ1 = 0. (57)
The third equation originates in our fundamental segment
property presented in (46) that, using the sub-intervals defined
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here for the signal estimate, implies
aopti∫
xj
3
√
(ϕ′est (t))
2
dt = Topt −
xj∫
aopti−1
3
√
(ϕ′est (t))
2
dt. (58)
Using (51) and (55), the last expression becomes
aopti∫
xj
3
√
(2ρ2t+ ρ1)
2
dt = Topt −
xj∫
aopti−1
3
√
(2θ2t+ θ1)
2
dt (59)
where ρ2 and ρ1 are unknown variables, and θ2 and θ1 are
parameters already computed in the former sub-interval. The
equation system of (56), (57), and (59) can be solved (for the
variables ρ2, ρ1 and ρ0) as follows. The equation pair ((56)-
(57)) can be translated into
ρ2 = − ρ1
2xj
(60)
ρ0 = ϕxj −
xjρ1
2
(61)
expression ρ2 and ρ0 in terms of ρ1. Setting (60) and (61) into
(59) yields the following expression for the absolute value of
ρ1
|ρ1| =

Topt −
xj∫
aopti−1
3
√
(2θ2t+ θ1)
2
dt
aopti∫
xj
3
√(
1− txj
)2

3
2
(62)
where all the parameters in the right side of the equation
are known, hence, the value of |ρ1| is computable. Eq. (60)
implies that ρ1 and ρ2 have opposing signs. The value of
ρ2 is positive or negative depending on whether the signal
extreme value at t = xj is a minimum or a maximum,
respectively, as can be determined by the signal monotonicity
in the former segment. For example, if the previous signal
segment is monotonically increasing, then, the value at t = xj
is a maximum and, accordingly, ρ2 is negative and ρ1 is
positive. The complementary case mirrors this description.
These sign determination rules let us to evaluate ρ0, ρ1, and
ρ2.
We essentially showed how for a segment with an extreme
point, one can form quadratic estimates for its two sub-
intervals. Averaging this signal segment estimate will provide
an approximation of the optimal sample representing this
interval in the piecewise-constant reconstruction. Recall that
the extreme value implies that the local monotonicity-type
changes and, thus, the corresponding variable s should also
be updated for a correct reconstruction of the next segment.
As the sample budget decreases, the sampling intervals
naturally increase and, accordingly, a segment is more likely
to include more than one signal extreme value. This case
is identifiable as the reconstruction receives all the extreme
points’ descriptions. Accordingly, we suggest to address such
a segment in a similar way to the described above. First, the
reconstruction procedure will be done with respect to the two
sub-intervals defined by the first extreme point in the segment
(this can be motivated by the assumption that the interval is
still quite small). Second, the local monotonicity-type variable
s will be set to describe the signal behavior after the last
extreme point of the segment.
The proposed sampling and reconstruction procedures are
summarized in Algorithms 1-2. We assume that the total
number of samples, N , is pre-defined and known to the
reconstruction process, thus does not to be conveyed. Note
that even if N is unknown and needs to be transmitted, its
additional cost is marginal and does not affect the evaluations
exhibited in this paper.
Algorithm 1 Proposed Sampling Method
1: Inputs: A signal ϕ (t) defined for t ∈ [0, 1).
. Number of samples to use N .
2: Compute the optimal segments
{
aopti
}N
i=0
via (16) or (20).
3: Determine the signal extrema times, {xj}Ji=1, and values,{
ϕxj
}J
i=1
.
4: Set the initial signal-monotonicity type s0.
5: Set ϕt=0 to the signal value at t = 0.
6: Compute the threshold Topt defined in (21).
7: Outputs:{
aopti
}N−1
i=1
, J , {xj}Ji=1,
{
ϕxj
}J
i=1
, s0, ϕt=0, and Topt .
D. Compression based on the Proposed Sampling Method
The sampling method presented in Algorithm 1 can be eas-
ily extended to a compression procedure for one-dimensional
signals. This is done by encoding the sampler outputs, in-
tended for the reconstruction process. We present here a
specific compression implementation, relying on fixed-rate
scalar quantizers and free of entropy coding.
The segmentation times,
{
aopti
}N−1
i=1
, and the extrema times,
{xj}Ji=1, are considered based on their discrete uniform high-
resolution grid of the input signal that corresponds also to the
resolution of the discrete approximation of time-continuous
notions. Accordingly, we losslessly encode these sequences
using a procedure designed for coding of monotonic sequences
of integers (see Appendix D).
The additional information required for the signal recon-
struction is encoded as follows. The number of extrema,
J , is losslessly encoded using bJ bits, assuming that J ∈{
0, ..., 2bJ − 1}). The extreme values, {ϕxj}Ji=1, are quan-
tized using a uniform fixed-rate quantizer of bext bits consider-
ing the value range [ϕmin, ϕmax]. The starting monotonicity-
type, s0, can valued 1 or -1 and, thus, representable using a sin-
gle bit. The signal value at t = 0, ϕt=0, is uniformly quantized
using bval0 bits (the quantizer value range is [ϕmin, ϕmax]).
The threshold Topt is encoded as a 64-bit floating-point value.
The reconstruction process remains the same as presented in
Algorithm 2, except for the need of decoding the input data. Of
course that reconstruction quality is affected by the additional
inaccuracies introduced in the quantization of
{
ϕxj
}J
i=1
and
ϕt=0.
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Algorithm 2 Proposed Reconstruction Method
1: Inputs:
{
aopti
}N−1
i=1
, J , {xj}Ji=1,
{
ϕxj
}J
i=1
, s0, ϕt=0, and
Topt.
2: Initialize i = 1, s = s0, a
opt
0 = 0, a
opt
N = 1.
3: ϕest
(
aopt0
)
= ϕt=0.
4: for i = 1, ..., N do
5: if xj /∈
[
aopti−1, a
opt
i
)
,∀j = 1, ..., J then
6: Set the interval center as ti =
(
aopti−1 + a
opt
i
)
/2.
7: Compute the local derivative, ϕ′ (ti), via (49).
8: Use ϕest
(
aopti−1
)
and ϕ′ (ti) to establish the
linear estimate (50) of the signal segment,
i.e., ϕest (t) for t ∈
[
aopti−1, a
opt
i
]
.
9: Approximate the optimal sample as
ϕopt,esti = ϕest (ti) .
10: else
11: Set xfirstj = minxj s.t. xj ∈
[
aopti−1, a
opt
i
)
.
12: Form the quadratic signal estimate, ϕest (t), for
the sub-interval
[
aopti−1, x
first
j
)
as described in
Eq. (51)-(54).
13: Form the quadratic signal estimate, ϕest (t), for
the sub-interval
[
xfirstj , a
opt
i
]
as described in
Eq. (55,(60)-(62) and the related details.
14: Approximate the optimal sample ϕopt,esti as
the average of ϕest (t) over
[
aopti−1, a
opt
i
)
.
15: Set Ji as the number of extrema in
[
aopti−1, a
opt
i
)
.
16: Update the local monotonicity-type via
s← (−1)Ji s .
17: end if
18: Set the segment in the piecewise-constant
reconstructed signal as
ϕˆ (t) = ϕopt,esti for t ∈
[
aopti−1, a
opt
i
)
.
19: end for
20: Output: ϕˆ (t) for t ∈ [0, 1).
E. Experimental Evaluation of the Proposed Method
We conducted experiments to evaluate the practical sam-
pling method presented in Algorithms 1-2 and its utiliza-
tion for signal compression. The results provided here, for
compression of analytic and audio signals, exhibit that our
sampling method outperforms the optimized adaptive tree-
based approach for large sample and bit budgets.
Our compression implementation is as overviewed in Sub-
section III-D, with the specific parameters of bJ = 8, bext =
13, ϕmin = −255, ϕmax = 255, and bval0 = 15. Recall that
we do not need to encode the sample values.
We constructed a competing compression process by uni-
formly quantizing the samples provided by the optimized
adaptive tree-based approach (a fixed rate of 8 bits per sample
is used considering the value range of [−255, 255]). Note
that the quantization is not considered in the tree-structure
optimization in order to maintain fairness with respect to
our approach were the sampling is also independent of the
quantization. The binary tree (representing the segmentation
over the uniformly-spaced discrete grid of the input signal) is
encoded into a sequence of bits using the procedure explained
in [11].
(a) Cosine Signal (b) Chirp Signal
Fig. 7. Performance comparison of compression based on the proposed
sampling method and the optimized tree-structured sampling. The curves
present the coding MSE obtained for various bit-rates (measured in bits per
input sample, i.e., considering NU and not N ).
(a) An example of an audio signal (b) Signal portion (Zoom-in)
Fig. 8. An exemplary audio signal (’Mozart’) used in the experiments. (a)
The complete signal considered. (b) Zoom-in for better view of the signal
characteristics. The time axis of the signal is scaled to the interval [0, 1) for
compatibility to the settings of this paper.
We consider again the cosine and chirp signals introduced
in Fig. 4a and 5a, respectively, here scaled to have amplitude
values in the range [−255, 255]. The corresponding distortion-
rate curves (Fig. 7) exhibit that our method achieves more than
30% bit-rate savings for the very high-resolution representa-
tions.
We evaluated our method also for compression of real (i.e.,
non-analytic) signals. For this purpose we used two audio
signals (at an initial digital format of 24 bit per sample and
sampling frequency of 192kHz) of classical music3, specif-
ically, we considered segments of 65536 samples that were
moderately smoothed using a Gaussian kernel (see an example
for the obtained signal in Fig. 8). The distortion-rate curves
in Fig. 9 show that, also for non-analytic signals, our method
outperforms the use of optimized adaptive-tree segmentation.
IV. ANALYSIS FOR MULTIDIMENSIONAL SIGNALS
In this section we discuss the theoretic analysis of opti-
mal high-resolution sampling by studying the problem for
sampling multidimensional signals. The analysis for the one-
dimensional case is relatively simple since the partition is
characterized by sampling-interval lengths (see section II).
However, when considering the multidimensional problem
the required analysis becomes more intricate as the sam-
pling regions are, in general, of arbitrary shape and size.
Accordingly, our analysis in this section is conceptually and
3The audio signals were downloaded from
http://www.2l.no/hires/index.html.
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(a) ’Mozart’ (b) ’Kleiberg’
Fig. 9. Performance comparison of compression based on the proposed
sampling method and the optimized tree-structured sampling. The curves
present the coding MSE obtained for various bit-rates (measured in bits per
input sample, i.e., considering NU and not N ).
mathematically similar to the study of multidimensional high-
rate quantization provided by Gersho [3], which generalized
the one-dimensional theory of Bennett [1] and the distortion
formula of Panter and Dite [2]. Thus, we provide a theoretic
framework for optimal multidimensional signal sampling at
high resolution.
The given differentiable signal, ϕ (x), is defined over a
K-dimensional unit cube, CK , [0, 1]K , and is scalar real-
valued from a bounded range, i.e., ϕ (x) ∈ [ϕL, ϕH ] for any
x ∈ CK . The signal goes through a sampling procedure in
order to provide a discrete representation using N ∈ N (scalar
valued) samples, {ϕi}Ni=1, corresponding to a partitioning of
CK to N distinct multidimensional regions, {Ai}Ni=1, such that
∪Ni=1Ai = CK . Again, we consider a reconstruction procedure
providing the continuous-domain piecewise-constant signal
ϕˆ (x) = ϕi for x ∈ Ai, (63)
and optimization in the sense of minimizing the overall MSE,
here formulated as (note the implicit normalization in the unit-
cube volume)
MSE
(
{Ai}Ni=1 , {ϕi}Ni=1
)
=
N∑
i=1
∫
Ai
(ϕ (x)− ϕi)2dx.
(64)
Moreover, as before, the optimal sampling coefficients given
the partitioning {Ai}Ni=1 can be analytically determined, show-
ing that
ϕopti =
1
V (Ai)
∫
Ai
ϕ (x) dx, i = 1, ..., N (65)
where V (Ai) is the volume of the region Ai.
We consider the case of optimal high-resolution sampling
(i.e., N is very large), and assume that the optimal sampling
regions are all small enough and appropriately shaped such
that we can further presume that the signal ϕ (x) is well ap-
proximated within each region by a linear form that is locally
determined. The last assumption emerges as a generalization
of the assumptions for the one-dimensional case that were
presented and analyzed in detail in Section II-A. Specifically,
here
ϕ(x) ≈ βTi x + γi for x ∈ Ai, (66)
where βi is a K-dimensional column vector and γi is a scalar
value. Moreover, the above linear form can be determined in
the ith region by the first-order Taylor approximation of the
signal around the region center, xi , 1V (Ai)
∫
Ai
xdx, namely,
ϕ(x) ≈ ϕ (xi) +∇ϕ(xi) (x− xi) (67)
where ∇ϕ(xi) is the signal gradient, evaluated at the region
center, here having the form of a K-length row vector con-
sisting of the K partial derivatives, i.e.,
∇ϕ(xi) =
[
∂ϕ (x)
∂x1
∣∣∣
x=xi
,
∂ϕ (x)
∂x2
∣∣∣
x=xi
, . . . ,
∂ϕ (x)
∂xK
∣∣∣
x=xi
]
,
(68)
where ∂ϕ(x)∂xj
∣∣∣
x=xi
is the partial derivative of the signal in the
jth standard direction (j = 1, ...,K) measured at the region
central point xi. Accordingly, the linear-form parameters of
the ith region are set to
βTi = ∇ϕ(xi) (69)
γi = ϕ (xi)−∇ϕ(xi)xi. (70)
The local linear approximation within each region (66)
yields an optimal sampling coefficient that is approximately
the signal value at the region center, i.e.,
ϕopti ≈
1
V (Ai)
∫
Ai
(
βTi x + γi
)
dx = βTi xi + γi ≈ ϕ (xi) .
(71)
Then, the sampling MSE of the ith region is
MSEi (Ai) =
1
V (Ai)
∫
Ai
(
ϕ (x)− ϕopti
)2
dx (72)
≈ 1
V (Ai)
∫
Ai
[
βTi x + γi −
(
βTi xi + γi
)]2
dx
=
1
V (Ai)
‖βi‖22
∫
Ai
‖x− xi‖22 dx.
Inspired by the analysis given by Gersho [3] to high-rate
quantization, we turn to interpret the last error expression using
the normalized moment of inertia of the region Ai around its
center xi, defined as
M(Ai) ,
∫
Ai
‖x− xi‖22dx
K · V (Ai)1+ 2K
, (73)
where this quantity is invariant to proportional scaling of the
region. Now the region MSE becomes
MSEi (Ai) ≈ K ‖βi‖22M(Ai)V (Ai)
2
K , (74)
and the total MSE is expressed as
MSE
(
{Ai}Ni=1
)
=
N∑
i=1
V (Ai) ·MSEi (Ai)
≈ K
N∑
i=1
‖βi‖22M(Ai)V (Ai)1+
2
K . (75)
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We now assume that in the high-resolution scenario there
is a sampling-point density function, λ (x), such that for any
small volume A that contains x, the fraction of sampling points
contained in it is approximately λ (x)V (A). Furthermore, the
density function satisfies the approximate relation
λ (x) ≈ 1
N · V (Ai) , for x ∈ Ai. (76)
Hence, the above assumption implies that adjacent sampling
regions have similar density values.
Na and Neuhoff [31] introduced (in the context of vector
quantization) the important notion of the inertial profile, de-
noted here as m (x). The function m (x) is assumed to be
smooth and to approximate the normalized moment of inertia
of the cells (around their mass centers) in the neighborhood
of x. The smoothness of the inertial profile is based on the
assumption that neighboring regions have similar values of
normalized moment of inertia in a high-resolution segmenta-
tion.
The definitions of the sampling-point density function in
(76) and the inertial profile let us to express the MSE in (75)
as
MSE
(
{Ai}Ni=1
)
≈ K
N
2
K
N∑
i=1
‖βi‖22
m (xi)
λ (xi)
2
K
V (Ai).
(77)
Furthermore, due to the high-resolution assumption we ap-
proximate the previous sum by the following integral,
MSE (λ,m) ≈ K
N
2
K
∫
x∈CK
β2(x)
m (x)
λ (x)
2
K
dx.
(78)
where
β2(x) ,
∥∥∇ϕ(x)∥∥22 . (79)
The error expression in (78) can be interpreted as Bennett’s
integral for multidimensional sampling. This formula shows
that the sampling MSE for a given signal, which is represented
by its gradient-energy density, is determined by the sampling
point density and the inertial profile of the sampling structure.
We now argue that optimal high-resolution sampling of a
multidimensional linear signal with a uniform gradient-energy
density evaluated as 1 everywhere in CK is obtained by
partitioning the signal domain, CK , based on a tessellation
generated by a single optimal (in the sense of minimum
normalized moment of inertia) convex polytope, A∗K , such
that all the regions in the segmentation are congruent to
it4. Accordingly, this optimal division results in a constant
normalized moment of inertia to all of the sampling regions,
namely,
M(Ai) = M(A
∗
K) for i = 1, ..., N, (80)
4Based on the high-resolution assumption, we neglect cells that are in-
tersected by the boundary of the signal domain, CK , and thus may not be
congruent to the optimal tessellating polytope.
or in inertial profile terms: m (x) = M(A∗K), i.e., a constant
function. We further assume that optimal high-resolution sam-
pling of a nonlinear signal is obtained by regions that are
approximately congruent and scaled versions of the optimal
polytope used for sampling a linear signal. Then, Eq. (80) is
satisfied also in our case of sampling a nonlinear signal, since
scaling does not change the normalized moment of inertia. The
latter hypothesis mirrors the conjecture made by Gersho in [3]
for high-rate quantization. Consequently, the MSE expression
(78) is reformed to
MSE (λ) ≈ K ·M(A
∗
K)
N
2
K
∫
x∈CK
β2(x)
1
λ (x)
2
K
dx.
(81)
We optimize the sampling procedure by characterizing the
best sampling-point density, λopt(x), that minimizes the MSE
as expressed in (81). Similar to the optimization in the one-
dimensional case (see Appendix B), we rely on Ho¨lder’s
inequality that provides us a lower bound to the MSE in (81)
in the form of
MSE (λ) ≥ (82)
K ·M(A∗K)
N
2
K
 ∫
x∈CK
(
β2(x)
) K
K+2 dx
1+ 2K
Here, following the application of Ho¨lder’s inequality, the
MSE lower bound is attained when λ(x) is proportional
to β2(x) 1
(λ(x))
2
K
implying that the optimal sampling point
density is
λopt(x) =
(
β2(x)
) K
K+2∫
z∈CK
(β2(z))
K
K+2 dz
. (83)
Note that we used the fact that integrating a density function
over the entire domain should be 1.
The optimal sampling-point density demonstrates that in
regions where the derivative energy is higher, the sampling
should be denser by reducing the volumes of the relevant sam-
pling regions. Moreover, returning to the discrete formulation
for high-resolution sampling MSE in (75) and by utilizing (76)
together with (83) and (80) shows that in the optimal solution
all the sampling regions contribute the same amount of MSE.
In addition, the results in this section are generalization of
those obtained in the analysis of one-dimensional signals in the
previous section, this can be observed by setting K = 1 and
M(A∗1) =
1
12 , which is the normalized moment of inertia for
one-dimensional intervals (or any other K-dimensional cube)
around their center.
The high-resolution analysis provides a theoretic evaluation
of a sampler based on its sampling-point density function.
As we described above, the suggested framework lets to
determine the optimal sampling procedure in terms of the
best sampling-point density function. In the one-dimensional
case the sampling-point density can be directly translated to a
practical sampling procedure via the companding model (see
sections II and ??). However, in the multidimensional case, in
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general, there are no direct ways to implement a sampler based
on a given sampling-point density function. This conclusion is
based on the following results from the quantization field [3],
[33], [34]. In [33], [34] it was shown that optimal companding
requires a compressor function that is a conformal mapping.
This result implies that a direct implementation of multidimen-
sional sampler based on a given point density is limited to a
minor class of signals with a suitable gradient-energy density
– thus, in general, optimal multidimensional companding is
impractical. This result was followed by a treatment of multi-
dimensional companding for the vector quantization problem
in limited settings that consider suboptimal solutions and/or
particular source distributions [35]–[38]. Consequently, as in
the high-rate quantization literature, the analysis provided here
for the multidimensional case is a theoretic framework for
studying sampling of multidimensional signals. Specifically,
it describes the optimal sampler and allows to assess its the-
oretic performance. This together with Bennett’s integral for
multidimensional sampling (Eq. (78)) can be used to evaluate
the performance of practical suboptimal sampling procedures
(similar to the analysis of practical vector quantizers in [31]).
V. CONCLUSION
We analyze the topic of nonuniform sampling of determinis-
tic signals as a mirror-image of nonuniform quantization. With
the advent of new technologies, adaptive sampling becomes
a viable alternative to be considered in data compression
applications. In all the above developments, the crucial local-
density controlling parameter turns out to be the local energy
of the signal gradient. A new adaptive sampling method
for one-dimensional signals is proposed and experimentally
established as a leading nonuniform-sampling approach.
APPENDIX A
ANALYSIS OF INACCURACIES DUE TO THE SIGNAL
LINEARITY ASSUMPTION
Our main high-resolution assumption suggests to consider
the signal via its local linear approximation. Let us assume that
the second derivative of the signal, ϕ′′(t), is continuous and
bounded, i.e., |ϕ′′(t)| ≤M for some positive constant M . Ex-
pressing the remainder of the first-order Taylor approximation
using its integral form, lets us to rewrite (5), for t ∈ [ai−1, ai)
(recall that ti is the interval center), as
ϕ(t) = ϕ (ti) + ϕ
′ (ti) · (t− ti) +Ri(t),
(84)
where the remainder (for the ith sampling interval) is
Ri(t) =
t∫
ti
(t− z)ϕ′′ (z) dz (85)
Considering the remainder in its integral form will be useful
for the analysis in this appendix. The absolute value of the
remainder is bounded for t ∈ [ai−1, ai) as follows
|Ri (t)| ≤ M
2
(t− ti)2
(86)
where the last inequality conforms with Ri (t) = o(|t− ti|)
for t→ ti, as in Eq. (5).
As explained in Section II, the optimal sample value is
the signal average over the sampling interval (see Eq. (4)).
Therefore, averaging the signal in its form from (84) gives
ϕopti = ϕ (ti) +
1
∆i
ai∫
ai−1
Ri(t)dt. (87)
Hence, the remainder average is the amount of inaccuracy in
the optimal sample value due to the signal linearity assump-
tion. We analyze this quantity by bounding it∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1∆i
ai∫
ai−1
Ri(t)dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1∆i
ai∫
ai−1
|Ri(t)| dt (88)
≤ M
2∆i
ai∫
ai−1
(t− ti)2 dt = M
24
∆2i
where we used the remainder bound from (86). Using the
bound in (88) we can state that the inaccuracy in the sample
value is
1
∆i
ai∫
ai−1
Ri(t)dt = o(∆i) (89)
for ∆i → 0, as was presented in (6).
Now we proceed to analyzing the sampling MSE in the ith
interval. The basic expression given in (7) is equivalent to
MSEi =
1
∆i
ai∫
ai−1
ϕ2(t)dt− (ϕopti )2 (90)
Then, using the expressions from (84) and (87) the interval
MSE becomes
MSEi =
1
12
(ϕ′ (ti))
2
∆i
2 +Di (91)
where
Di =
1
∆i
ai∫
ai−1
R2i (t)dt (92)
+2ϕ′ (ti)
1
∆i
ai∫
ai−1
(t− ti)Ri(t)dt
−
 1
∆i
ai∫
ai−1
Ri(t)dt
2
evaluates the deviation from the MSE obtained for the linear-
approximation signal. Let us bound the MSE deviation term,
Di, as follows:
|Di| ≤ (93)
≤ 1
∆i
ai∫
ai−1
R2i (t)dt+
2
∆i
|ϕ′ (ti)|
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ai∫
ai−1
(t− ti)Ri(t)dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
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Then, using the bound (86) we get
1
∆i
ai∫
ai−1
R2i (t)dt ≤
M2
4∆i
ai∫
ai−1
(t− ti)4 dt = M
2
320
∆4i , (94)
and also∣∣∣∣∣∣
ai∫
ai−1
(t− ti)Ri(t)dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
ai∫
ai−1
|t− ti| |Ri(t)| dt (95)
≤ M
2
ai∫
ai−1
|t− ti|3 dt = M
64
∆4i .
Plugging (94) and (95) into (93), together with assuming that
|ϕ′ (ti)| < M1, yields
|Di| ≤ M
2
320
∆4i +
M ·M1
32
∆3i (96)
implying that the MSE deviation follows
Di = o
(
∆2i
)
(97)
as ∆i → 0.
APPENDIX B
SAMPLING-POINT DENSITY OPTIMIZATION VIA HO¨LDER’S
INEQUALITY FOR THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE
We aim at minimizing the sampling MSE given in (11) as
MSE (λ) ≈ 1
12N2
1∫
0
(ϕ′ (t))2
λ2(t)
dt. (98)
Using Ho¨lder’s inequality we can write 1∫
0
(
3
√
(ϕ′ (t))2 · 1
λ
2
3 (t)
)3
dt

1
3
 1∫
0
(
λ
2
3 (t)
) 3
2
dt

2
3
>
1∫
0
3
√
(ϕ′ (t))2dt.
(99)
Simplifying the left side of (99) gives 1∫
0
(ϕ′ (t))2 · 1
λ2 (t)
dt

1
3
 1∫
0
λ (t) dt

2
3
(100)
>
1∫
0
3
√
(ϕ′ (t))2dt.
Then, since λ (t) is a density function its integration over the
entire domain equals to 1, reducing (100) into
1∫
0
(ϕ′ (t))2 · 1
λ2 (t)
dt >
 1∫
0
3
√
(ϕ′ (t))2dt
3. (101)
Here, Ho¨lder’s inequality is attained with equality when
λ (t) is proportional to (ϕ′ (t))2 · 1λ2(t) , therefore, the optimal
sampling-point density is
λopt (t) =
3
√
(ϕ′ (t))2∫ 1
0
3
√
(ϕ′ (z))2dz
. (102)
Setting the lower bound from (101), which is achieved by
λopt(t), in the MSE expression from (98) gives the following
optimal sampling MSE
MSE
(
λopt
) ≈ 1
12N2
 1∫
0
3
√
(ϕ′ (t))2dt
3. (103)
APPENDIX C
THE MAIN COMPETING SAMPLING METHOD:
TREE-STRUCTURED NONUNIFORM SAMPLING
Let us consider sampling based on a nonuniform parti-
tioning that is represented using a binary tree. The approach
examined here is inspired by the general framework given in
[39] for optimizing tree-structures for various tasks, and is also
influenced by the discrete Lagrangian optimization approach
[40] and its application in coding [41], [42].
The suggested approach relies on an initial tree, which is a
full d-depth binary-tree, representing a uniform segmentation
of the interval [0, 1) into 2d sampling intervals of 2−d length
(see example in Fig. 10a). The segmentation of the interval
[0, 1) is described by the leaves of the binary tree: the interval
location and length are defined by the leaf position in the tree,
specifically, the tree-level where the leaf resides in determines
the interval length. The examined nonuniform segmentations
are induced by all the trees obtained by repeatedly pruning
neighboring-leaves having the same parent node (examples are
given in Figures 10b-10c). The initial d-depth full-tree together
with all its pruned subtrees form the set of relevant trees,
denoted here as Td.
The leaves of a tree T ∈ Td form a set denoted as
L(T ), where the number of leaves is referred to as |L(T )|.
Accordingly, the tree T represents a (possibly) nonuniform
partitioning of the [0, 1) interval into |L(T )| sampling in-
tervals. A leaf l ∈ L(T ) resides in the h(l) level of the
tree and corresponds to the interval
[
aleft(l) , a
right
(l)
)
of length
∆ (l) = 2−h(l). Following the analysis in section II, the opti-
mal sample corresponding to the leaf l ∈ L(T ) is expressed
via (4) as
ϕopt(l) =
1
∆ (l)
aright
(l)∫
aleft
(l)
ϕ (t) dt. (104)
Consequently, as the tree leaves correspond to a segmentation
of the [0, 1) interval, the sampling MSE induced by the tree
T ∈ Td is calculated based on the leaves, L(T ), via
MSE (T ) =
∑
l∈L(T )
aright
(l)∫
aleft
(l)
(
ϕ (t)− ϕopt(l)
)2
dt. (105)
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For a signal ϕ(t) and a budget of N samples, one can
formulate the optimization of a tree-structured nonuniform
sampling as
minimize
T∈Td
MSE (T )
subject to |L(T )| = N,
(106)
i.e., the optimization searches for the tree with N leaves
that provides minimal sampling MSE. The unconstrained
Lagrangian form of (106) is
min
T∈Td
{MSE (T ) + µ|L(T )|} , (107)
where µ ≥ 0 is a Lagrange multiplier that reflects the
constraint |L(T )| = N . However, it should be noted that due to
the discrete nature of the problem such µ does not necessarily
exist for any N value (for details see, e.g., [39], [40]). The
problem (107) can also be written as
min
T∈Td

∑
l∈L(T )
aright
(l)∫
aleft
(l)
(
ϕ (t)− ϕopt(l)
)2
dt+ µ|L(T )|
 .(108)
Note that, due the non-intersecting sampling intervals, the
contribution of a leaf, l ∈ L(T ), to the Lagrangian cost is
C (l) =
aright
(l)∫
aleft
(l)
(
ϕ (t)− ϕopt(l)
)2
dt+ µ, (109)
evaluated for the corresponding sampling interval.
The discrete optimization problem (108) of finding the
optimal tree for a given signal and a Lagrange multiplier µ
is addressed by the following procedure. Start from the full d-
depth tree and determine the corresponding sampling intervals
and their optimal samples, squared errors, and contributions
to the Lagrangian cost (109). Go through the tree levels from
bottom and up, in each tree level find the pairs of neighboring
leaves having the same parent node and evaluate the pruning
condition: if
C (left child) + C (right child) > C (parent) (110)
is true, then prune the two leaves – implying that two sampling
intervals are merged to form a single interval of double length
(thus, the total samples in the partitioning is reduced by one).
If the condition (110) is false, then the two leaves (and the
corresponding sampling intervals) are kept. This procedure is
continued until reaching a level where no pruning is done, or
when getting to the tree root.
APPENDIX D
DIFFERENTIAL CODING OF MONOTONIC SEQUENCES OF
INTEGERS
Following the practical compression method suggested in
Subsection III-D, we elaborate here on the coding procedure of
the segmentation and extrema time points. Let us consider, for
example, the sequence of time points
{
aopti
}N−1
i=1
, describing
the nonuniform segmentation. In practice, we approximate
(a)
(b) (c)
Fig. 10. Segmentations of the [0, 1) interval produced by binary trees. The
leaves, which determine the partitioning, are colored in green. (a) A full
binary tree of depth 3 and the corresponding uniform segmentation into 8
sub-intervals. (b) A tree obtained by a single pruning of the full tree, thus the
partitioning includes 7 sub-intervals. (c) A tree obtained by several prunings
resulting in 4 leaves/segments.
the continuous time interval [0, 1) using a discrete uniform
grid in a high resolution corresponding to the small interval
length of ∆U . Accordingly, the to-be-encoded time-points
practically obey aopti = τi∆U where τi ∈
{
0, 1, ..., b 1∆U c
}
is the appropriate integer satisfying the relation. Since ∆U
is known to the reconstruction process, we can accurately
infer the sequence of time points
{
aopti
}N−1
i=1
from the integer
sequence {τi}N−1i=1 . Noting that {τi}N−1i=1 is monotonic in the
sense that τi ≤ τi+1 for any i = 1, ..., N − 2. Similarly,
the extrema time points {xj}Jj=1 can be also translated to a
corresponding sequence of monotonic integers {τ˜j}Jj=1.
Let us overview the coding procedure for the se-
quence {τi}N−1i=1 . We define the sequence of differences as
{τdiff,i}N−1i=1 where τdiff,1 = τ1 and τdiff,i = τi − τi−1 for
i = 2, ..., N − 1. Assume that we have an integer amount of
bdiff bits for representing the basic encoding symbol. Since
using bdiff bits one can describe a symbol with values in the
integer range
{
0, 1, ..., 2bdiff − 1}, we propose to encode each
element of {τdiff,i}N−1i=1 as follows. For i = 1, ..., N − 1, if
τdiff,i ≤ 2bdiff − 2 than it is encoded using a single bdiff -bit
symbol; otherwise, τdiff,i can be encoded using 1+b τdiff,i
2bdiff−1c
symbols of bdiff bits, where these symbols correspond to the
value 2bdiff − 1, except to the last symbol that represents the
value of τdiff,i −
(
2bdiff − 1) · b τdiff,i
2bdiff−1c.
Evidently, the difference values {τdiff,i}N−1i=1 are more
likely to be small. Hence, while setting a too large bdiff
will minimize the total number of coding symbols used, the
total bit-cost will not be the minimal achievable by the above
suggested procedure. Consequently, we precede the coding
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by finding the best bdiff in terms of minimal bit-cost for
representing the given difference sequence. This search starts
at the maximal value of bdiff = dlog2 (maxi {τdiff,i})e and
continues to lower values, that for each an estimate of the total
number of symbols and bits required is computed, without
needing an explicit coding of the sequence. The best value
found for bdiff is encoded using a small number of bits (in our
experiments we used 4 bits) and associated with the encoded
sequence of differences.
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